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Abstract

In this study, we investigate the peculiar relationship between the popularity of the first name Tanisha and 
the occurrence of robberies in New York. Utilizing data from the US Social Security Administration and the
FBI Criminal Justice Information Services, our research team conducted a rigorous analysis spanning 
from 1985 to 2022. Our findings reveal a striking correlation coefficient of 0.9885772 and a significance 
level of p < 0.01, pointing to a tantalizing correlation between the name Tanisha and the prevalence of 
robberies in the city that never sleeps. This leads us to ponder whether the "Tanisha effect" has a 
magnetic pull on criminal activities or if it's simply a curious coincidence. The implications of these 
findings are as intriguing as they are unexpected, shedding light on the intersection of nomenclature and 
nefarious activities.

Copyleft 2024 Center for Higher Learning.  No rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The  relationship  between  societal  trends
and  nomenclature  has  long  piqued  the
curiosity  of  researchers  across  various
disciplines.  From the impact  of  names on
career  choices to their  influence on social
dynamics, the significance of nomenclature

cannot  be  understated.  In  this  peculiar
study,  we  pivot  to  the  intersection  of  a
specific first name and criminal activities, as
we  delve  into  the  tantalizing  relationship
between  the  name  Tanisha  and  the
occurrence  of  robberies  in  the  bustling
metropolis of New York. 
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As we embark on this journey, it is important
to  note  that  the  field  of  onomastics,  the
study of  names and their  origins,  offers  a
trove  of  fascination.  The  allure  of
discovering patterns and associations within
the  realm  of  nomenclature  often  leads
researchers  to  unexpected  and,  at  times,
whimsical  findings.  This  study  is  no
exception,  as  we  aim  to  unravel  the
enigmatic correlation between the popularity
of the name Tanisha and the frequency of
robberies in the city that never sleeps.

While  the  notion  of  a  linguistic  moniker
exerting  an  influence on criminal  behavior
may  seem  far-fetched  at  first  glance,  our
preliminary  investigation  has  unearthed  a
compelling  link  that  raises  eyebrows  and
fosters contemplation. The repercussions of
unraveling  this  correlation  extend  beyond
the  realm  of  statistical  analysis  into  the
nebulous  terrain  of  sociolinguistics  and
criminology,  creating  a  confluence  of
disciplines  that  sparks  intellectual  curiosity
and captivates the mind.

As we delve further into this unconventional
foray, it is imperative to employ a balanced
approach  that  acknowledges  both  the
statistical  nuances  and  the  potential
sociocultural underpinnings. The findings of
this  study may not  only  shed light  on the
curious  connection  between  a  name  and
criminal occurrences but also prompt us to
ponder  the  broader  implications  of
nomenclature  in  shaping  societal
phenomena.

In the ensuing sections of this paper, we will
navigate  through  the  labyrinth  of  data
analysis  and  theoretical  contemplation  to
unravel  the  perplexing  knot  that  ties  the
name  Tanisha  to  the  prevalence  of
burglaries  in  the  urban landscape  of  New
York. Our inquiry seeks to strike a delicate
balance between rigorous empirical scrutiny
and the whimsical intrigue that accompanies
the  investigation  of  seemingly  improbable
connections.

With  this  in  mind,  let  us  embark  on  this
intellectually stimulating journey to decipher
the cryptic  relationship  between the  name
Tanisha  and  the  propensity  for  criminal
activity,  as  we  endeavor  to  unravel  the
tantalizing puzzle that lies at the crux of the
name game.

2. Literature Review

The  correlation  between  first  names  and
societal  phenomena  has  been  a  topic  of
interest  across  a  myriad  of  academic
disciplines.  While  initial  exploration
pertained to less dubious connections, such
as names' influence on career advancement
and social interactions, recent studies have
delved into  more unorthodox associations.
Smith  (2010)  conducted  a  comprehensive
analysis  of  the  impact  of  first  names  on
behavioral  patterns,  shedding  light  on  the
subtle  influence  of  nomenclature.
Meanwhile,  Doe  (2015)  explored  the
societal implications of naming conventions,
emphasizing the nuanced interplay between
nomenclature and human conduct.

Turning attention to the specific case of the
name  Tanisha,  Jones  (2018)  provided  a
thought-provoking  examination  of  the
cultural  significance  of  this  nomenclature,
unveiling the intricate tapestry of meanings
and connotations woven through its usage.
These  serious  scholarly  investigations  set
the stage for our curious exploration into the
intriguing  correlation  between  the  name
Tanisha and the occurrence of robberies in
New York.

Venturing  beyond  the  realm  of  academic
literature,  non-fiction  works  such  as
"Freakonomics"  by  Steven  D.  Levitt  and
Stephen J. Dubner and "Thinking, Fast and
Slow"  by  Daniel  Kahneman  offer  insights
into the unexpected connections and hidden
patterns  that  underpin  various  societal
phenomena. The relevance of these works
lies  in  their  exploration  of  unconventional
correlations  and  the  complex  web  of
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causality that defines human behavior and
societal trends.

In the realm of fiction, books such as "The
Name of  the  Rose"  by  Umberto  Eco  and
"The Shadow of the Wind" by Carlos Ruiz
Zafón,  while  not  directly  pertinent  to  our
investigation,  underscore  the  enigmatic
allure  that  names  and  their  associations
possess.  These  narratives,  albeit  fictional,
draw attention to the mystique surrounding
the power of  names and their  potential  to
shape  destinies,  albeit  in  more  fantastical
contexts.

In  a  playful  departure  from  conventional
scholarly sources, internet memes such as
the  "This  is  For  Rachel"  trend  offer  a
lighthearted  yet  pertinent  commentary  on
the cultural significance of names and their
influence on social dynamics. This modern
manifestation  of  the  fascination  with
nomenclature  encapsulates  the  whimsical,
albeit relevant, nature of our inquiry.

As we embark on this scholarly expedition,
it is imperative to maintain a discerning eye
for the unexpected and the unconventional,
as we navigate through the rich tapestry of
literature that sets the stage for unraveling
the  tantalizing  connection  between  the
name  Tanisha  and  the  prevalence  of
robberies  in  the  urban  landscape  of  New
York.

3. Our approach & methods

Sample Selection:

The first  step in  our investigation involved
obtaining data on the frequency of the first
name Tanisha from the US Social Security
Administration, spanning the years 1985 to
2022.  Given  that  the  popularity  of  names
may vary across different regions, we made
sure to incorporate data from various states
to ensure a representative sample. After all,
we wouldn't want our findings to be biased
towards a specific geographical stronghold
of Tanishas.

Data on robberies in New York was sourced
from  the  FBI  Criminal  Justice  Information
Services, covering the same time period. It
is  worth  noting  that  obtaining  this  data
involved sifting through myriad reports and
databases, like searching for a needle in a
haystack,  or  in  this  case,  evidence  of  a
correlation amidst the data haystack.

Statistical Analysis:

Once the data was gathered, we employed
rigorous statistical methods to scrutinize the
relationship  between  the  frequency  of  the
name  Tanisha  and  the  incidence  of
robberies in New York. Utilizing the tried and
tested  tools  of  correlation  analysis,  we
computed  the  correlation  coefficient
between  the  two  variables.  This  involved
number-crunching sessions that rivaled the
cognitive workout of solving a Rubik's cube,
all  in  the  pursuit  of  uncovering  the
tantalizing connection.

To assess the strength and significance of
this  correlation,  we  subjected  our  data  to
hypothesis  testing,  setting  the significance
level at p < 0.01. This allowed us to discern
whether  the  observed  correlation  was  a
genuine phenomenon or merely a whimsical
aberration.  After  all,  one  must  always  be
wary of the mischievous play of chance in
statistical analyses.

Control Variables:

In  our  efforts  to  ensure  a  robust  and
nuanced  analysis,  we  recognized  the
importance  of  controlling  for  potential
confounding variables that  could sway the
observed  correlation.  Factors  such  as
socioeconomic indicators and demographic
characteristics  were  factored  into  our
analysis  to  minimize  the  possibility  of
spurious  correlations.  Much  like  a  chef
meticulously  selecting  ingredients  for  a
gourmet  dish,  we  carefully  curated  and
accounted for  various elements that  could
contribute  to  the  complex  flavor  of  our
analysis.
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Ethical Considerations:

Throughout  this  study,  the  ethical
implications of investigating the connection
between a name and criminal activities were
at  the  forefront  of  our  minds.  We  were
mindful  of  the  potential  stigmatization
associated with drawing conclusions based
on  names,  and  thus,  we  approached  our
analysis with sensitivity and caution, much
like  tip-toeing  through  a  minefield  of
potential implications.

In  summary,  our  methodology  harnessed
the  precision  of  statistical  analysis,  the
scrutiny of control variables, and the ethical
awareness  required  to  navigate  the
intriguing  correlation  between  the  name
Tanisha and the prevalence of robberies in
the  urban  expanse  of  New York.  Through
this  methodological  cocktail,  we  aimed  to
shed  light  on  a  correlation  that  is  as
captivating as it is unexpected, all the while
infusing a splash of academic whimsy into
our investigative odyssey.

4. Results

The  data  analysis  revealed  a  remarkably
strong correlation between the popularity of
the first  name Tanisha and the occurrence
of robberies in New York. Over the period of
1985 to 2022,  our  research team found a
correlation  coefficient  of  0.9885772,
indicating  a  nearly  perfect  positive
correlation between the two variables. This
eyebrow-raising  correlation  was  further
supported  by  an  r-squared  value  of
0.9772850,  implying  that  approximately
97.73%  of  the  variation  in  robbery
occurrences  can  be  explained  by  the
popularity of the name Tanisha. 

Intriguingly, the significance level (p < 0.01)
underscores the statistical robustness of our
findings, providing compelling evidence for
the tantalizing correlation between the name
Tanisha and the prevalence of robberies in
the  Big  Apple.  The  linear  relationship

between the popularity of the name Tanisha
and the incidence of robberies is poignantly
illustrated in Fig. 1, a scatterplot that vividly
captures  the  strong  positive  association
between  these  variables.  This  finding
challenges conventional wisdom and ignites
contemplation  on  the  intricate  interplay
between  nomenclature  and  criminal
activities. The implications of these results
are  as  thought-provoking  as  they  are
unexpected,  beckoning  us  to  ponder  the
enigmatic  forces  at  play  in  the  world  of
onomastics and criminology.

These  results  bring  to  light  a  peculiar  yet
compelling  correlation,  prompting  us  to
delve  deeper  into  the  complex  web  of
sociolinguistic  and  criminological  factors
that  underpin  the  connection  between  a
name  and  criminal  occurrences.  The
unexpected  nexus  between  a  seemingly
innocuous  name and  criminal  propensities
opens  new  avenues  for  exploration  and
invites  further  inquiry  into  the  often
overlooked  influence  of  nomenclature  on
societal  phenomena.  This  serendipitous
discovery  challenges  our  preconceived
notions and urges us to confront the poetic
irony  that  lies  at  the  heart  of  the  name
game.

Figure 1. Scatterplot of the variables by year

5. Discussion
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Our  investigation  into  the  connection
between  the  popularity  of  the  first  name
Tanisha and the prevalence of robberies in
New  York  has  yielded  results  of  a  rather
striking  nature.  Building  upon  the
foundations  laid  by  previous  research,
including the scholarly work of Smith, Doe,
and Jones,  as  well  as the unconventional
insights  of  Levitt  and  Dubner  and
Kahneman,  we  embarked  on  this  journey
with an open mind and a keen eye for the
unexpected.  The  tantalizing  correlation
coefficient  of  0.9885772  uncovered  in  our
study consistently reinforces the notion that
there  might  truly  be more than meets  the
eye  when  it  comes  to  the  influence  of
nomenclature on societal phenomena.

The robust  correlation we've observed not
only  supports  the  findings  of  our
predecessors  but  also  lends  substantial
weight to the theory that the name Tanisha
may indeed exhibit  a magnetic pull  on the
occurrence of robberies in the heart of the
city  that  never  sleeps.  This,  of  course,
reminds one of the old quip about "putting
the  'tan'  in  'tantalizing,'"  as  our  findings
certainly  weave  a  web  of  mystery  and
intrigue around the name game.

Fig. 1, our captivating scatterplot,  paints a
vivid  picture  of  the  strong  positive
association  between  the  popularity  of  the
name  Tanisha  and  the  incidence  of
robberies, capturing the attention much like
a suspenseful plot twist in a classic noir film.
It  appears  that  the  enigmatic  allure
surrounding  names  and  their  potential  to
shape destinies, as depicted in the likes of
"The Name of the Rose" and "The Shadow
of the Wind," may not merely be the stuff of
fiction. Instead, it  may reflect a subtler yet
tangible force lurking beneath the surface of
the urban landscape.

While the implications of our discovery are
indeed thought-provoking and unexpected,
perhaps  it  was,  after  all,  only  a  matter  of
time before the "Tanisha effect" came under
the  microscope  of  empirical  inquiry.  The

interplay  between  nomenclature  and
criminal  propensities  challenges  traditional
notions  and  prompts  us  to  confront  the
paradoxical  forces  at  work  in  the  name
game.

As we conclude this discussion, one cannot
help but think of the old adage, "What's in a
name? That which we call  a rose, by any
other  name would  smell  as  sweet."  While
Shakespeare  may  have  spoken  truly,  our
findings  tantalizingly  suggest  that,  in  the
world of  criminology,  there may indeed be
more to a name than meets the eye.

6. Conclusion

In  conclusion,  our  investigation  into  the
curious  link  between  the popularity  of  the
first  name  Tanisha  and  the  prevalence  of
robberies  in  New  York  has  unearthed  a
remarkably  strong  correlation,  much  like
finding  a  needle  in  a  haystack,  or  in  this
case,  a  Tanisha  in  a  sea  of  names.  The
statistically  robust  correlation  coefficient  of
0.9885772 and the significance level of p <
0.01 leave little room for doubt, reminiscent
of Sherlock Holmes unraveling a perplexing
mystery.

This  research  not  only  highlights  the
compelling  statistical  association  but  also
raises  thought-provoking  questions  about
the intricate interplay between nomenclature
and  criminal  activities.  The  implications  of
the "Tanisha effect" beckon us to tread the
thin  line  between  whimsical  curiosity  and
academic rigor, much like a tightrope walker
navigating  the  enigmatic  forces  at  play  in
the world of onomastics and criminology.

However,  despite  the  tantalizing  nature  of
this  correlation  and  the  allure  of  further
exploration,  it  seems that  the name game
has  revealed  its  secrets.  It  is  our  firm
assertion  and recommendation  that,  much
like a magician never reveals their secrets,
it  is  time  to  bid  adieu  to  the  perplexing
puzzle  of  Tanisha  and  robberies  in  New
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York.  Though  the  results  are  undeniably
intriguing,  it  appears  that  no  further
research  is  needed  in  this  area,  and  it  is
best  to  leave this  particular  conundrum to
rest alongside other curiosities of the name
game.
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